
 

 

Flower Greenhouse Card 

 

Products Used   

Pale Green A4 Thick Card 

Crystal Clear Acetate Sheets  

Stix2 High Tack Permanent Tape Runner  

Pink Sorbet A4 Thick Card 

Silicone Glue 

Forest Green A4 Thick Card 

White Foam Pads 

A4 Sheet Double Sided Pearl Card – Silver Star 

Dark Brown A4 Thick Card 

Crafter's Companion - The Ultimate Pro 

Pink Sorbet A3 Thick Card 

 

Step 1 

Fold a piece of Pale Green A4 Thick Card to make a gate-fold card.  Measure and cut, using a 

craft knife 6 squares/windows from the front of the card, as shown in picture below.  These 

are 4cm by 4cm.  They should be nearer to the centre opening of the card than the folded edge 

and nearer to the top of the card than the bottom to allow space to stick on flowers.  

 

 
 

 

Step 2 

Cut two rectangles 14cm by 5.5cm from a Crystal Clear Acetate Sheet.  Using a Tape Runner on 

the inside of the card, glue around the squares, including in between each of the windows.  

After trying lots of ways of sticking I found the Tape Runner to be the best glue to use as you 

cannot really see it underneath the acetate. 

 
 



 

 

Step 3 

Cut a piece of Pink Sorbet A4 Thick Card down to A5.  Using wiggly cut craft scissors or a 

paper trimmer cut all for edges of the card so that it is now smaller than A5.  Using a flower 

punch or die cutting machine and patterned paper cut out flowers in two different sizes.  Using 

a Tape Runner stick three large and five small flowers on to the bottom right hand side of the 

pink card.   

 

 
 

 

Step 4 

Using a flower punch or die cutting machine and patterned paper cut out flowers in two 

different sizes.  I used three different patterned papers.  I cut six large flowers in the 

lightest colour, nine large flowers in the slightly darker colour and five large flowers in the 

darkest colour.  I cut twenty two small flowers in the light and slightly darker colours.  Use 

Silicone Glue to stick the flowers on the card.    

 

  
 

 

Step 5 



 

 

From a piece of Forest Green A4 Thick Card cut out a rectangle 7cm by 3cm.  Using wiggly cut 

craft scissors or a paper trimmer cut all four edges of the card.  Cut a rectangle 6cm by 3cm 

from the darkest patterned paper used for the flowers.  Stick a peel off or write a greeting of 

you choice on the patterned paper.  Use White Foam Pads to mount the patterned rectangle on 

top of the Forest Green rectangle.  Use a White Foam Pad to stick the last flower on the top 

left hand side of the rectangle.  Using White Foam Pads stick the rectangle on to the card.   

 

Cut out five leaf shapes from the Forest Green A4 Thick Card.  Use Silicone Glue to stick the 

leaves on the card, tucking them behind some of the large flowers on the card.  

 

  
 

Step 6  

Cut a spade shape from a piece of Pearl Card – Silver Star.  The spade is a rectangle measuring 

2.3cm by 2.8cm with a rounded edge at the bottom and then folded in half to create a curved 

shape to it.  Cut a spade handle, 7.5cms long, from Dark Brown A4 Thick Card.  Use a craft 

knife to cut the middle of the handle out.  Use a Tape Runner to glue the handle to the back of 

spade.   

 

Use Pearl Card – Silver Star to cut two shear blades.  These are rectangles 3cm by 0.5cm and 

then one side is cut in to a curve. Cut shear handles from the darkest patterned paper used for 

the flowers.  These are long ovals 1.8cm by 0.5cm.  The centre of the shears is a hole punched 

circle from the Forest Green A4 Thick Card.  
 



 

 

 
 

Step 7  

Use Silicone Glue to stick the spade on to the card.  Use Silicone Glue to stick five small 

flowers on to the spade handle.  Use aTape Runner to stick the elements of the shears 

together directly on to the card.   

 

 
 

Step 8 

Use the instructions that come with the Crafter's Companion - The Ultimate Pro to make an A5 

envelope from Pink Sorbet A3 Thick Card (cut to the size stated in the instructions).  You can 

then add embellishments to the envelope to link it in to the card.  This embellishment is cut 

from the lightest patterned paper used for the flowers and embossed with a garden spade and 

garden fork.  I then stuck this on the flap you would lift to open the envelope.   

 

  



 

 

 

 


